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Doing the Right Thing: Art and Activism,

the '80s and Beyond

Can I have another piece of Chocolate Cake,

Tammy Bakker's got a lot on her plate.

Can I buy another cheap Picasso fake,

Andy Warhol must be laughing in his grave...

Can I buy another slice of real estate,

Liberace must be laughing in his grave

—Tim and Neil Finn, Chocolate Cake

What contemporary critics and historians call "art" is so

pluralistic in its techniques and its aims, that art is

broadly defined here as "the intentional making of images";

the word "intentional" is key, particularly if one is

attempting to explain that genre of art labeled "activist".

Under the activist umbrella falls work that has been

consciously created for an art world context, as well as work

that has been produced with total disregard for any artistic

associations. In either case, the making of images is a

calculated, intentional process for the purpose of provoking

social change/thus both types of work fit into the

aforementioned definition of "art". By the same token, art

which serves to inspire political action, whether it exists

in the news media, the gallery, or the street, can belong in

the realm of "activism." Close scrutiny will reveal how

differing kinds of recent American activist art strive toward

the same goals-education and empowerment-and how they succeed

in being socially involved. But first, an explanation of the

contemporary issues to which activist art responds is in

order

.

An election year is always an opportune time to examine the





track record of the current presidential administration, but

because George Bush's policies are so clearly a continuation

of Reagan's agenda, these past four years have no context

without consideration of Reagan's presidency as well. The

general tendency, in fact, is to lump the years 1980 to 1992

under the heading of the Reagan/Bush Era. The Republican

government's first order of business was to deregulate the

corporate sector and lessen its tax burden, leading initially

to economic prosperity. Concurrently, the administration

embarked on an image campaign to augment popular support for

the government's actions. Our commanders-in-chief were cowboy

heros who talked tough. "Make my day," they said. "Read my

lips." Almost overnight a mirage sprang forth in the

spiritual desert: the United States was again "one nation

under God," armed to the teeth to protect its honor from the

moral perversion of communism. Patriotism was in vogue; flag

burning was not

.

This powerful image was also created to tempt less

fortunate countries with the rewards of capitalism and

democracy. Those countries who could not be persuaded,

Angola, Nicaragua, and El Salvador to name a few, were

subject to acts of terrorism supported by the United States

government. Meanwhile, at home, children were told to "just

say no" to temptation, and their parents worked religiously

to secure the new American dream—a Mercedes, a car phone, and

a house in the country.

But this fagade of security and luxury did little to quell

rising dissatisfaction among the non-privileged. The poor,

indeed, became poorer as social services were cut to

accommodate flagrant defense spending. More families joined





the ranks of the homeless while the federal construction of

low-income housing came to a near stand-still. Big Business

dumped hazardous waste at uncontrolled sites while the EPA

was on holiday. •' (Bush's fervent appeal to Congress

concerning a substantial reduction in the capital gains tax

shows us to whom he has promised his allegiance.)

Despite previous protest from the Surgeon General, there

was no national policy regarding the AIDS epidemic until

1987. Women and minority men, their expectations having been

raised as a result of the feminist and civil rights

movements, could only be disappointed by their still-

inadequate representation in large corporations and public

institutions. The reproductive rights of women were

challenged over and over again in the courts, and the

abortion stance in the White House was clear as the two

Republican presidents pandered to right-to-life groups. The

list of injustices is endless.

The United States was a country in which an individual's

personal freedom to produce and consume, above all other

^inalienable rights', was unquestionably protected. The art

world, like other industries, was a center of commercial

activity. David Salle, Julian Schnabel, Keith Haring, Robert

Longo, Sherry Levine, and Jenny Holzer were among the

artists/stars featured in all of the "right" galleries and

discussed among the SoHo crowd. The works produced by these

artists signaled a reaction against the esoteric, unadorned.

George Bush has begun the new year by barring the EPA from

testifying at congressional hearings concerning the protection of

forests for the spotted owl. The EPA's testimony would support the

preservation of more forest, at the cost of lumber available for export

to Japan.





conceptual art of the '70s, which denied the marketable art

object. This new, unabashedly commercial art incorporated

styles culled, or ^appropriated, ' from many sources; the

sensuous color and sweeping brush strokes of traditional

painting, ethnic/street motifs, and the use of mass-media

techniques were appealing to consumers who were indifferent

to the previously dominant style of rhetorical and

inaccessible art. Yet during the '80s, there was also a

movement toward politically active art in reaction to public

frustration with the government.

When I use the terms ^politically active, ' or ^socially

responsible,' to describe art, I am not referring to works

which simply present political commentary. For instance, I

would not include the feminist photomontage of Barbara

Krueger, nor the electric signboards of Jenny Holzer, in the

category of "politically active art." The focus of these

works is the manipulation of signifier and signified, i.e.

postmodern exercises concerned more with art theory than with

the subject at hand—feminism, classism, et al. The

declaration "Your comfort is my silence" (figure i) is

packaged as a slick, well-designed advertisement— a form

which inherently addresses the majority and not the

individual; the message immediately shocks and could

conceivably stick in the viewer's mind, but in its abstract

statement and its reference to an anonymous male, it is often

experienced as just another media enticement to be processed,

then quickly discarded. Consequently, the viewer may take

such a politically-loaded pronouncement as a political event

in itself and thus finds no need to break his or her

passivity by taking action outside the gallery.
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By contrast, activist art is well-informed visual imagery

that educates and inspires people to respond to broad social

issues in their everyday lives; the tangible manifestations

of its influence are part and parcel of its function as

politically active art. As Lucy Lippard points out, activist

art is not just socially concerned, it is socially involved

as well. 2 Art of this nature can ignite dialogue, change

points of view, and perhaps eventually have some part in

changing institutions. Aesthetics are an important means by

which the idea is presented, but though the physical

qualities of an activist piece may have been well considered,

content prevails over form.

Activist art is not restricted to any definitive medium,

style, or target audience. Thought Music, a performance group

whose members are women of color, comments searingly on

issues of race and gender within a format of artsy,

experimental entertainment. Screenwriter Callie Kouri's 1991

film Thelma and Louise also addresses the theme of gender

roles, but it fits the narrative conventions of film and

reaches a much wider audience than the avant-garde fare of

Thought Music. Many art critics are studying pop culture

items, such as Thelma and Louise, in an effort to "socialize"

art history. To this end, Greenpeace is of special interest;

its members don't consider themselves to be artists, but to

eager art writers, the protests that this group stages recall

the performance art philosophies of Allan Kaprow and Joseph

Beuys

.

Activist art has far-reaching roots; Western art history is

^Brian, Wallis ed. Art After Modernism: Rethinking
Representation (Boston: David R. Godine, 1984), p. 349. From "Trojan
Horses: Activist Art and Power" by Lucy R. Lippard.
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chock full of politically inspired masterpieces: the grand

Mesopotamian ziggurats, the prayer books of medieval gentry,

Michelangelo's David, Bernini's colonnade at St. Peter's ,

David's Death of Marat, Goya's The Disasters of War series,

Courbet's Burial at Ornans. All of these works portray the

distribution of power within their respective societies; all

of them served as propaganda, whether they represent the

biases of prominent institutions or individual reactions

against these institutions. Only at the dawn of modernism in

the late 19th century did artists and critics begin to deny

the political significance and obligations of art. The

societal changes which heralded the 20th century and

continued to elevate the position of the artist yielded an

art characterized by fierce individualism and egocentric

spirituality. With the advent of '60s minimalism, the

spiritual aspect of painting was rejected, but the ego

remained. Needless to say, the modernist works of Munch,

Matisse, Kandinsky, Malevich, Pollock, de Kooning, Rothko,

and Stella are beautiful and important testaments to their

age. But so influential were these artists and their critical

followers, that the cult of the isolated, sui generis art

world remains with us today.

Yet alongside this very closed strain of modernism there

developed, little by little, a more socialistic approach to

art making, starting early in this century with the

anarchistic performances of Marinetti's Italian Futurists.

The Futurists were unconcerned with the masses, though they

claimed otherwise. They were a very elitist, not to mention

fascist, bunch who espoused war and destruction; they

considered only that art which antagonized the audience to be
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successful. However, this is the first time we see artists

banding together and working in a variety of media (the bulk

of which was performance) for the purpose of challenging the

social order. Certainly before the twentieth century, artists

were responding quite forcefully to political unrest,

particularly late 18th century and 19th century French

painters such as David, Gericault, and Daumier; but these

were individual, and not collaborative efforts.

The Dadaists, who appeared all over Europe during WWI, were

in much the same vein as the Futurists. But soon after the

advent of Dada, many Russian artists who had been affiliated

with the Futurist and Dada movements, exchanged their anti-

establishment approach for social utilitarianism; the

egalitarian ideals of the Russian revolution inspired these

artists to create propaganda for the new state. Their

posters, films, murals, and theater were an important tool

for informing the largely illiterate masses. This was truly

an art for ail-unfortunately, however, it ceased to voice the

opinions of the people when Stalin's regime established

strict and enforceable guidelines for all cultural

activity

.

^

Between the World Wars German artist George Grosz drew

caricatures of bureaucrats, army officials, and war

profiteers, and the Spanish master Picasso depicted the

horrors of the Spanish Civil War in Guernica. In the

Americas, certain artists made significant political

gestures; one need only look to Diego Rivera's and Jose

Orozco's socialist murals and Ben Shahn's Sacco and Vanzetti

for specific examples. Later, Alan Kaprow, a performance

Goldberg, Roselee. Performance: Live Art 1909 to the present
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1979) p. 33.

7
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artist active in the '50s and '60s, preached that art and

life were intertwined. Though his work did not address

political issues, his experiments involved incorporating the

activities of everyday life—sweeping, walking, running,

singing—into full scale events he called Happenings; artists

active in other mediums, such as painters Robert Rauschenberg

and Josef Albers, composer John Cage, and dancer Merce

Cunningham, experimented in Happenings of their own. At this

point in the development of performance art. Art could

imitate Life, but Life was not yet willing to be influenced

by Art. This inequity began to change in the late '60s and

early '70s when conceptualism came onto the scene.

The conceptualists chose to test new mediums: video, film,

print, environmental art, industrial sculpture, all the while

rejecting the virtuosity and commerciality of traditional

painting. In their attempt to produce nonsaleable "idea" art,

many artists turned to performance. One of the pioneers of

performance was German artist, Joseph Beuys . His

dramatizations were characterized by the metaphoric use of

'sacred' objects, which included felt, sleighs, shovels, and

animal fat. Beuys went a step further than Kaprow in

espousing art's potential to generate significant dialogue:

Science on the basis of positivistic reasoning, takes
a polemical stand toward art: art is worthless, it has
no social importance .. .On the contrary, I affirm that
only art can be revolutionary, especially when one
frees the concept of art from its traditional
technical meaning, and passes from the area of art to
that of anti-art, from gesture to action... The

reciprocal exchange between man and man is the most
important thing.

^





The dynamic spirit of Beuys' humanist art-making has served

as a model for the current generation of art world activists.

"Action" was also the rallying cry of many women and

minority male artists who formed collectives such as

Womanhouse in Los Angeles and The Black Emergency Cultural

Coalition to protest racism, sexism and the Vietnam war.

African-Americans, Hispanics and other people of color worked

for and within their communities to promote cultural pride;

often, their programs included the painting of indoor and

outdoor murals. The grassroots activities practiced now by

artists and nonartists alike are based on these techniques

developed during the civil rights, feminist, and

environmental movements of twenty years ago. Another source

of inspiration for today's thirty- and forty-something

American activists is the British punk invasion of the late

'70s. The rebellious music of English youths 'on the dole'

awakened feelings of defiance in white middle class American

teenagers—the oppression of the former group serving to

excite the consciousness of the latter. Since most punk

musicians were completely inept at playing their instruments,

the movement, in the irreverent manner of Duchamp, attacked

notions of "virtuosity" and "quality."

A common thread running through the 20th century

development of activist art is the use of collaborative

performance. Performance is an art form invaluable for

political purposes because it is capable of breaking the

barrier of passivity that is symptomatic of modern society.

Donald Kuspit^ discusses a "crowd" syndrome (derived from

''Siegel, Jeanne ed. Art Talk: The Early SOs (New York: Da Capo

Press, 1988), p. 79. From an interview with Achille Bonito Oliva.

9
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Nietzsche's herd theory) in which the individual cannot feel

her own emotions as unique to herself because society teaches

us that all experiences are held in common. No one's

suffering is really any more notable than anyone else's

because everyone suffers. Thus no response, other than that

of momentary surprise, is elicited when the individual sees

the pain of others. The crowd is a collective entity made up

of stereotypes—the feminist, the gay person, the activist,

the white male, the Hispanic—and the individuals behind the

stereotypes are easily ignored.

But the message of activist performance art is not, "I am

just like you," but rather "My experiences and/or views are

different than yours," and the performance art elements of

spoken dialogue and the human body are good tools for

communicating this. Often performance artists utilize

personal narratives and other true to life storytelling in

order that the audience sees through the stereotypes and

identifies them as fellow human beings; hence, performance

can encourage understanding between different people by

negating the myth of universal experience. And conversely, by

tapping the emotions of the individual viewer, a community of

unlike individuals is drawn together-from this starting

ground the personal can then become political. Other art

mediums such as photography, sculpture, and painting, when

used to voice political views, often fail to engage the

viewer at such a personal level. Direct confrontation with a

human presence is a very strong and effective means of

Raven, Arlene . ed. Art in the Public Interest (Ann Arbor,

London: UMI Research Press, 1989) pp. 256-59. From "Crowding the Picture;

Notes on American Activist Art Today" by Donald Kuspit

.

10
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political expression.

All of the specific art work I will discuss is performance-

based and, true to the times, incorporates a large dose of

mass-media techniques. Feminist rituals in the desert and

Beuys' conversations with a stuffed rabbit are a far cry from

the media sophistication of current activist performance.

Many people question the political efficacy of this new

socially responsible art. How, after all, is it any different

from the political commentary work mentioned earlier? Is it

so slick that it will pass by people like the hardly-noticed

images in the form of electronic signs, billboards,

periodicals, television, and film which bombard the urban

landscape? Does its definition as art prevent it from

entering these channels in the first place and reaching a

wide audience? Can theory match reality? More to the point,

does activist art achieve the desired results? Ultimately the

answer is ^yes' , but the many facets of this problematic

question deserve to be addressed.

As we stand at the threshold of a "new world order" it is

apparent that activism will continue to be relevant to art

making. The fall of communism in Eastern Europe and a short-

term victory in Kuwait have given the policy makers in this

country a new confidence to maintain and further the status

quo. Our Goodness has conquered the outside Evil. Therefore,

the reasoning goes, the morality imposed on us by the

powerful must be just, despite its inherent racism, classism,

homophobia, sexism, and ambivalence toward the environment.

Truly, there is a plethora of issues to which activist

artists can respond. And while the choice to create

aesthetically pleasing art is still a completely valid one.

11





more and more artists are discovering a ^politically

productive' aesthetic. An examination of the mechanisms and

motivations behind activist art in the United States will

demonstrate its political potential and point to the

socialization of art as a postmodern trend which heralds the

future

.
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II,

"Life is more important than art, that's what makes art so

important .

"

—James Baldwin

"Why are we more shocked when a dozen people are killed in

Vilnius than [by] a massacre in Burundi? Because they are

white people. That's who we are. That's where America comes

from."—Pat Buchanan

Scores of activists are crafting eco-conscious art, but

this comes as no surprise; environmentalism has ^infected' a

broad section of the American population and will continue to

do so as more people witness the destruction of the earth in

their own backyards. In 1988, the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) reported that 15,600 wastewater treatment plants

did not meet water quality standards and that ten percent of

lakes, rivers, and coastal areas were contaminated with toxic

chemicals and metals harmful to aquatic life. (These EPA

statistics are no doubt conservative.) In 1989, 2.6 billion

pounds of toxins were emitted into the air by U.S. industry,

enough to provide each citizen with 10 pounds of poison.

Waste management became a lucrative business in the '80s.

Landfills have multiplied rapidly, but still there is not

enough space to store the 3.1 billion tons of solid waste

produced in this country every year. 2 The infamous "garbage

barge" wandered the Atlantic coast for weeks in 1987 looking

The World Almanac and Book of Facts (New York: Pharos Books,

1990) p. 249. Preceding statistics found here.

^Miller, G. Tyler. Resource Conservation and Management

(Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1990) p. 464.

13
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for a "home". The harshest blow dealt to the U.S. environment

in recent times, however, was the 1990 Exxon Valdez spill in

Alaska's Prince William Sound, which blackened 700 miles of

coastline and killed countless birds, fish, and aquatic

mammals. Exxon's reparations and clean up efforts were less

than minimal

.

College students may remember seeing Woodsy the Owl during

the Saturday morning cartoon time of their childhood. In one

public service announcement. Woodsy stood in the middle of a

rubbish-strewn park area with his youthful cohorts and

advised us to "Give a hoot, don't pollute." Garbage was

unsightly and dirty, thus our motivation for cleaning it up

was to better appreciate our surroundings. If only the

problem were so simple. The global community is now realizing

that the effects of environmental abuse are permanent—mere

survival now looms large in our minds. In the last 13 years

our planet has been battered by the incidents at Three Mile

Island and Chernobyl, the burning of the Kuwait oil fields,

acid rain, deforestation, ozone depletion, an escalation of

the greenhouse effect—the nominalists of the world now have

their evidence. A life and death struggle is playing itself

out, leading the global population to question the high costs

of progress and technology.

While Greenpeace, the largest environmental advocacy group

in the world, is not a self-identified artists' collective,

clearly their actions represent the most politically

effective examples of protest art. In the pursuit of

consciousness raising, the group's major tactic is to stage

14





events which grab the attention of the media and are thereby

transmitted to the community. Just as some artists paint

their ideas on canvas, the Greenpeace demonstrators 'paint'

their cause by staging performances. Steve Loper, Action

Director for Greenpeace U.S.A., testifies to his

organization's concern with visual communication: "Greenpeace

believes that an image is an all-important thing. The direct

actions call attention to the issues that we are involved

in. "3 This interest in image making attests to an artistic

sensibility which has been characteristic of the

organization's activism from the beginning.

Greenpeace was founded in Canada by two former Americans,

Irving Stowe and Jim Bohlen, both of whom left their native

country because of anti-war sentiments. The Greenpeace

philosophy of "bearing witness" reflects the Quaker beliefs

of both men; "Bearing witness" is the nonviolent act of

witnessing injustice as a method of protest. The organization

was formed in order to stop nuclear testing at Amitchka, a

tiny island located off the west coast of Alaska in an area

prone to violent seismic activity. In the early '60s, a

brutal earthquake generated in this region rumbled across

Alaska killing 115 people and ruining state industry. The

resulting tsunamis hit shores on the Western states and

Japan

.

^

The first Greenpeace boat set sail for Amitchka in

^Raven, Arlene ed. Art in the Public Interest (Ann Arbor,

Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1989) p 35. From "Witness: The Guerilla

Theater of Greenpeace" by Steven Durland.

Brown, John and John May. The Greenpeace Story (Scarborogh and

Ontario, Canada: Prentice Hall Canada, Inc., 1989) p. 11.

15
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September 1971 to interrupt a scheduled nuclear test. From

the first, the organizers of the trip realized the importance

of media coverage. The details of the trip were reported to

the mainland via radio and a photographer was on board to

capture crucial moments for posterity. This picture (figure

1), which shows the anointing of the original crew in a

Native American ceremony, portrays the spirituality and

camaraderie of the movement. Images such as these effectively

gained the sympathy of the Canadian public and other

communities around the world, for although bad weather and a

confrontation with the U.S. Coast Guard prevented the tiny

ship from reaching its destination, the publicity surrounding

the voyage succeeded in provoking widespread protest across

Canada. Soon after, the United States halted testing in the

area. In following years there have been other actions, and

Greenpeace photographers and filmmakers have always been on

hand to record these historical happenings in order to

proliferate informative images to the masses.

Since 1971, Greenpeace has grown to nearly 5 million

members worldwide with offices in 23 countries. ^ There is

now a slew of lobbyists, scientists, and other specialists on

the Greenpeace team to meet the needs of the growing

organization. Though the group's approach to ecology has

become more sophisticated, protest actions are no less

important. Images are an even more pertinent form of

education in this age of rapid media access. In the past

decade, American Greenpeace has performed some rather

^Horton, Tom. "The green giant." Rolling Stone, #612 (September 5,

1991) , pp. 42(9) .
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dramatic stunts to call attention to dangerous environmental

situations. On Hiroshima Day 1984, activists climbed the

scaffolding attached to the Statue of Liberty and hung a

banner which read, "Give Me Liberty From Nuclear Weapons."

(figure 2) The banner remained there for five hours, and the

story was printed in most national newspapers. Another

popular event was the "greenpeacing" of Mount Rushmore in

1987. Climbers ascended the monument and unraveled a banner

saying, "We The People Say No To Acid Rain." (figure 3) The

sign was not fully unfurled when local authorities forced the

climbers down, but again newspapers quickly picked up the

story. In the same year protesters, wearing letters of the

alphabet on their shirts, made a human sign spelling, "Stop

Plutonium Production Now," in reference to the Hanford

nuclear reactor in Washington state, which was plagued by

safety violations throughout the '80s (figure 4) . Events like

these are staged to embarrass ecologically irresponsible

government agencies and private corporations—what better way

to shame the guilty than to make their crimes front page

news? The Greenpeace marriage of media and performance is an

operative union.

On the subject of embarrassing the government, the AIDS

Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) wins a prize. This

activist organization is similar to Greenpeace in several

ways: commitment and persistence, exploitation of mass

communication, emphasis on nonconventional image making, and

international membership (autonomous offices exist in all

major U.S. cities, Berlin, London, and Paris) . In contrast,

ACT UP has closer ties to the art world—and of course, ACT

17
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UP's raison d'etre isn't yet able to generate the amount of

public concern directed towards "safe" causes such as saving

endangered species or preserving the Brazilian rainforest.

In 1981 the Centers for Disease Control reported, in its

weekly mortality count, the deaths of five gay men by a

strange type of pneumonia. More gay males died and the

disease was named Gay Related Immune Deficiency (GRID) ^

,

but it was quickly discovered that the Human Immunodeficiency

Virus (HIV) virus did not discriminate according to sexual

preference. There is no doubt, however, that Acquired Immune

Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) has been particularly devastating

to gay people as well as poor Blacks and Hispanics, drug

addicts, and sex workers. As AIDS confined itself to these

disenfranchised populations, white middle-class America could

ignore the epidemic. In fact, some thought, what better means

for the disposal of sexual perverts, poor people, and drug

addicts? The stories of Ail-American types Rock Hudson, Ryan

White, and now Magic Johnson, have humanized AIDS tragedies

in the minds of the public. But despite the public relations

successes, this preventable disease continues to spread and

people with AIDS (PWAs) are still shunned and discriminated

against. The Reagan Administration spent what reporter

Jessica Portner calls "a paltry" one billion dollars for AIDS

education from the years 1982-1988^ and the effects of this

miscalculation have cost our country precious time in

understanding and stopping the disease.

^Findlay, Steven. "AIDS the second decade: 500,000 more deaths." U.S.

News and World Report, vol. 110 (June 17,1991), pp. 20-22.

^Portner, Jessica. "Fighting Back: AIDS activists win some victories.'

The Progressive, vol. 54 (August, 1990), pp. 30 (3).
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The gay community has always been ill-treated, but the AIDS

crisis subjected its members to renewed violence and

discrimination from the straight world. In March, 1987 a

large group of mostly gay men attended a presentation by

Larry Kramer at the Lesbian and Gay Community Service Center

in New York. As the founder of the city's Gay Men's Health

Crisis (GMHC) , Kramer was familiar with the shortcomings of a

healthcare system which turned away AIDS patients, government

insurance that would not reimburse PWAs for expensive

experimental treatments, the FDA's slow approval process for

experimental drugs, and inadequate public funding for AIDS

research and support services . Kramer complained that the tax

exempt status of GMHC, as well as its bureaucracy, prevented

Rthe group from lobbying and other political activities.

°

Kramer and his audience resolved to form an organization

committed solely to political action, and ACT UP was born.

The ACT UP motto is "United in Anger and Committed in

Action against AIDS." The coalition garners a great deal of

respect because it directs its anger at the appropriate

people and institutions in order to expose the wrongdoings

and irresponsibility of guilty parties. The first ACT UP

demonstration took place two weeks after the initial meeting.

Two hundred fifty protesters held up traffic on Wall Street

for hours. ACT UP Flyers explaining the odd history of

azidothymidine (AZT) were passed out among the financial

district crowds. AZT is a potentially toxic drug which was

developed by U.S. government agencies and the Burroughs

Crimp, Douglas with Adam Rolston. AIDS Demographics (Seattle: Bay

Press, 1990) p. 27.
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Wellcome Pharmaceutical Company. After an unusually speedy

FDA trial period of two and a half years, Burroughs Wellcome

was given the exclusive right to manufacture AZT at any price

it chose. In 1987, AZT cost $10,000 a year per patient

effectively making it the most expensive drug ever sold.

Burroughs Wellcome would later argue that development costs

had kept prices high, but ACT UP reasoned that AZT was a

product of government funding and that therefore the prices

should have been controlled. The 'Wall Street' flyer also

called for the speedy development and FDA sanctioning of new

drugs which might be less dangerous and more effective than

AZT. A few weeks after the ACT UP protest captured national

attention, the FDA announced the acceleration of the approval

process, and Dan Rather credited ACT UP's activities on the

air. As a result of further ACT UP protests two and a half

years later, the price of AZT dropped to $6,000 a year per

patient .

^

Another target for ACT UP aggression was the then-

Commander-in-Chief
. In June 1987 President Reagan opened up

the Third International Conference on AIDS in Washington,

D.C., and uttered the word "AIDS" publicly for the first

time. In his address, he suggested routine AIDS testing as a

means of stopping the epidemic. He mentioned neither AIDS

education nor healthcare. At a time when PWAs were openly

discriminated against in the workplace and by insurance

companies-at a time when people spoke of quarantines-Reagan's

proposal was oriented more toward policing than prevention.

Crimp, Douglas with Adam Rolston, pp. 28-29, 114-18. Burroughs
Wellcome information.
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AIDS protesters, including ACT UP members, from across the

nation gathered outside the White House gates. When the

Washington police came to control the angry crowd, they wore

yellow rubber gloves for fear of contracting HIV through

casual contact, (figure 5) This display of ignorance on the

part of the police department was captured by the national

media for everyone to see-no other image could have so

clearly pointed to a need for national AIDS education.

ACT UP fights for media representation because, as Jesse

Dobson an organizer for ACT UP/San Francisco has stated,

"We're all media queens out here. In our sound-bite society

we have to have a concise Entertainment Tonight message to

get people's attention . "^^ Straightforward performances and

the vast American communication network have brought the ACT

UP message to the public and secured a degree of power for

the organization. For example. Mayor Dinkins has consulted

with members of the group about the city's health policies,

and President Bush has been "visited" at his Maine retreat

several times by ACT UP protesters, whose presence motivates

reporters to grill the President on AIDS issues during his

Kennebunkport press conferences.

ACT UP encourages the growth of ad hoc groups within the

organization because such large numbers of people are bound

to have different concerns. There are several artists'

collectives associated with ACT UP, but the Silence=Death

Project and Gran Fury have attracted the most notoriety. The

use of appropriate, well-designed graphics has distinguished

ACT UP from other activist groups. The infamous and

^^Portner, Jessica, p. 31.
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historically significant pink triangle is instantly

recognized as the ACT UP logo (figure 6) . During World War

II, gay people in concentration camps were required to wear

inverted pink triangles on their clothing. In the '70s, gay

activists appropriated the triangle as a symbol of both

oppression and power. The Silence=Death Project has put the

pink triangle on a black surface, and turned it right side up

to signify the repositioning of gays in society; then printed

underneath is the group's namesake slogan. ACT UP graphics

function in important ways. Firstly, graphics emblazoned on

t-shirts, placards, buttons, etc. are an organizational tool,

bringing protesters together in the spirit of solidarity.

They also identify ACT UP members to curious onlookers and

potential members. But obviously, ACT UP agit-prop art is

most valuable as a means of disseminating information and

provoking the public to action—it is this endeavor to which

Gran Fury is committed.

Gran Fury was the model of car used by the NYPD for

undercover missions, and seems an appropriate name for an

artists' group intent on spreading the hidden, ugly truths

surrounding the politics of AIDS. AIDS: 1 in 61 (figure 7)

refers to the tendency for mainstream media to misrepresent

the magnitude of the AIDS crisis in order to allay the fears

of their heterosexual audience—which is presumed to be

entirely Caucasian. This bogus Hoffman-La Roche ad (figure 8)

presents the crass and callous response of Big Business to

the epidemic and emphasizes the necessity of drug

development. The combination of text with the photo of the

dutiful researcher shakes our faith in the pharmaceutical
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industry, reminding us where its real interests lie.

A poster which was produced to advertise a series of ACT UP

events (figure 9) , seems simple in its pronouncement that,

"All People With AIDS Are Innocent," but it includes a

subtext on prejudice. Again the media was implicated. Human

interest stories in the news media about PWAs focused on

hemophiliacs and other recipients of bad blood transfusions-

presenting them as innocent, white bread victims who had no

contact with the 'illicit' world of drugs, poverty, or

homosexuality. A subliminal message was sent to the American

people: gays, minorities, and drug users were 'guilty' and

therefore deserved to die. The poster challenged this

homophobic, racist, and classist bias by affirming the loss

that all PWAs suffer, regardless of how the disease was

transmitted to them. The medical insignia, a symbol of

humanitarianism and dedication, further emphasizes that

compassion is warranted for all victims.

In the "Kissing Doesn't Kill" bus poster (figure 10), Gran

Fury takes another swipe at racism and homophobia. Often

dubbed "the Benetton ad," it features three interracial

homo/hetero couples kissing, and it addresses several issues.

The photo celebrates the fact that human beings can express

affection without engaging in risky practices. It reassures

people that despite dangerous times, people can still love

each other. But though kissing is harmless, the "greed and

indifference," particularly the indifference of the

government, industry, and the public are lethal. The false

sense of security about AIDS encouraged by the powerful was

leading people to their deaths.
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Gran Fury, by presenting their ideas as advertising, a

thoroughly capitalist format, questions the notion of the

apolitical marketplace. Subversive politics cloaked in trendy

respectability lead one to ponder the messages hidden in the

advertising we see everyday. Riot (figure 11), a crack and

peel sticker, also borrows its look from a popular and art

world image. Modeled after Robert Indiana's Love, the graphic

commemorates the 20th anniversary of the Stonewall riot, a

pivotal event in the history of the gay liberation

movement. 11 The caption "AIDS Crisis '89," juxtaposed with

the caption "Stonewall '69," links the struggles of yesterday

to those of today as a reminder that the gay population still

faces oppression. The word "Riot" is a call for people to

fight a system that treats PWAs unjustly because many of them

are gay.

Riot is a blatant rip off, as are the Benneton ad and the

Jenny Holzer inspired All People with AIDS Are Innocent , but

the Gran Fury artists are quite proud of their copycat

methods. Gran Fury member Tom Kalin stated that "...we [Gran

Fury] saw that graphic design would give us a strength and

visibility that we would be foolish not to exploit. "^^ This

is a shared opinion among his colleagues, many of whom use

the word "exploit" to explain the group's relationship to

art-making. Ending the AIDS crisis is their top priority,

originality is not. Appropriation from other sources suits

their need to produce eye-catching propaganda, because the

^^Crimp, Douglas with Adam Rolston, p. 98.

i^sadownwick, D. "ACT UP Makes a Spectacle of AIDS." High

Performance, vol. 13 (Spring, 1990), pp. 26-31.
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public responds to familiar images. "It's ['it' being stylish

graphics] about competing for attention," says Gran Fury

member Loring McAlpin.^3 But ACT UP artists refuse to

fetishize. The graphics are just one pa-rt of a system of

education which includes protests/performances, detailed fact

sheets and brochures, and community meetings. Though many

members of Gran Fury are professional artists, the work they

do for ACT UP is not meant to garner critical success and/or

riches. ACT UP' s collective nature does not allow for art

world ego. Richard Elovitch, a member of Gran Fury, explains

the situation best, "ACT UP is not an art movement, yet we do

use art."^^ This spirit of selfless dedication is the stuff

by which the myths of the powerless AIDS victim and the

silenced gay person are destroyed.

Despite the successes, ACT UP's work grows in urgency

daily. With 110, 530 AIDS deaths in the United States so far

and an estimated 40,000-60,000 new infections every year,

time is running out .
'^ The government is now realizing the

lethal proportions of this disease. In 1990 the National

Institutes of Health spent approximately ten percent of its

budget for AIDS-related research. That's more than the amount

allocated for cancer research and slightly less than what was

spent for heart disease research. ^^ But the ACT UP battle

against AIDS discrimination continues. For instance, the

International AIDS Conference is scheduled to take place in

^^Olds, A. "Gran Fury." ID, vol. 37 (Nov. /Dec. 1990), p. 14.

l^Sadownwick, D., p. 29.

^^Findlay, Steven, p. 21.

^^Concar, David. "Budget division disputed." Nature, vol. 344 (April

26, 1990), p. 803.
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Boston this summer, but organizers say it will be canceled

unless the U.S. changes its immigration and travel policies

to allow HIV-infected individuals to enter the country. The

protests of ACT UP and other AIDS activists will be

instrumental in challenging this government 'oversight,' to

be sure

.

Another hot topic these days, in addition to the

environment and AIDS, is multiculturalism, and the

performance of Thought Music represents just one response to

this issue. Thought Music's agenda is twofold-to expose

racism's damaging effect on the individual and to glorify the

traditions of diverse populations. One can stroll any city

street or suburban mall to glimpse the "ethnicizing" of

America. Teenagers wear green and red t-shirts and Malcolm X

baseball caps. Chinese fast-food restaurants are abundant in

the major cities. The World Beat section at the local music

store is well stocked. Moviegoers flock to see movies like

Boyz 'N The Hood, Dances With Wolves, and Jungle Fever.

Multiculturalism, however, is not just a commercial ploy. Its

visibility in our popular culture signals a change in our

perception of who we are as a nation. The notion of the

Melting Pot is old hat. ''Assimilation' is a dirty word. The

different cultures that comprise the U.S. minority population

recognize their strength and the richness of their customs.

Demographically, Caucasians are 83% of the population,

while 11.7% of us are African-American, 6.4% are Hispanic,

2.9% are Asian, and .6% are Native Americans. Nationally

there is a white majority, but in most major cities the

minority groups are anything but. In Los Angeles for example,
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the racial breakdown is 38% Caucasian, 36% Hispanic, 15%

African-American, and 12% Asian. Other cities are not so

racially balanced: Miami is 55% Hispanic and 25% African-

American; Washington D.C. is 70.3% African-American; San

Antonio is 53.7% Hispanic; New Orleans is 55.3% African-

American; Richmond is 51% African-American.^"^ Unfortunately,

these statistics do not jibe with the harsh reality of

racism. Incidents in recent times strongly indicate a

backlash against civil rights advancements. For instance, the

Rodney King case in Los Angeles brought national attention to

racially-motivated police brutality. Yet even after media

scrutiny. Police Chief Daryl Gates is apparently unashamed of

his blatant racism. He suggests that derogatory LAPD computer

messages such as the now infamous, "Sounds like monkey-

slapping time," were written by minority officers and

represent "self-deprecating humor." Chief Gates had hinted

that he would not resign, ^^ but an African-American has now

been hired to replace him.

A world away from L.A., Dubuque, Iowa captured headlines

this year when the town government's attempts to racially

diversify the town sparked fervent protest from residents.

Centers of higher education were not immune from racial

incidents, with the most publicized cases occurring at

Dartmouth and the University of Michigan in the late '80s.

Our public leaders hardly set an example of intercultural

^''statistical Abstract of the United States 1990, (Washington,

D.C: U.S. Department of Commerce and Bureau of the Census, January

1990), p. 36. Population statistics for the cities.

l^cerio, Gregory. "Transition '91: Black or White." Newsweek, vol. Hi

(Dec. 30, 1991), p. 44.
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unity, using racially divisive politics to win votes. "Some

of us would like to get beyond this business of scaring

people and dividing them against blacks, but it's hard to

argue against a formula that's seen as successful," said one

of George Bush's closest advisors. ^9 The appointment of

Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court could be interpreted as

Bush's appeal to a constituency bothered by his track record

on civil rights. During the '88 election, his television

spots of Willie Horton, a black murderer who raped a white

woman in Massachusetts while on furlough from prison,

portrayed Bush's rival Michael Dukakis as soft on crime.

Although apparently successful, this racist campaign tactic

alienated many voters and brought back to memory Bush'

s

opposition of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Earlier in the '80s,

Reagan's presidential campaign was also tainted by

allegations of racism. Rallying support in Mississippi in

1980, Reagan spoke beratingly of "welfare queens,"—and as one

reporter cleverly noted, "no one had to ask what color they

were. "20 Currently, neo-Nazi David Duke is campaigning for

the Republican nomination with a platform that plays on

recessionary fears associated with job quotas and Japanese

trade. His message has reached receptive ears; though he lost

the Louisiana governor's race, he still managed to win a

majority of white votes. Republican nominee Pat Buchanan, who

landed 40% of the vote in the New Hampshire primary, and

North Carolina Senator Jesse Helms also fall into this group

^^Goodgame, Dan. "Why Bigotry Still Works at Election Time." Time,

vol. 130 (November 25, 1991), p. 44.

^°Goodgame, Dan, p. 45.
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in which racially divisive strategies have sullied the

political scene.

Racism affects not only the hearts and minds of our nation

but the very tangible realm of dollars and cents. The median

full-time income for a white male is $28,262, $20,716 for a

black, male, and $18,190 for a Hispanic male. These dollar

amounts are further stratified by sex. The same statistics

for white, black , and hispanic women are $18,823, $16,867,

and $15,201 respectively. These statistics are sobering.

But Thought Music's response to racism, unlike the action of

ACT UP and Greenpeace, does not rely on statistical

information. While the presentation of hard facts is often a

very effective method of consciousness raising, the telling

of how larger issues touch individual lives can be just as

valid in proving a position.

The current field of performance art owes much to women

artists of the '70s who realized the power of personal

storytelling. One of these pioneers was Carolee Schneemann

(1975), who read a personal monologue about sex

discrimination from a paper chain she pulled from her vagina.

Another well-known artist, Adrian Piper, performed Some

Reflective Surfaces (1976), the story of a disco-dancer who

works in a bar. As RoseLee Goldberg points out, "The

autobiographical content [of this type of work] was not

necessarily genuine..., "22 nevertheless, audience members were

drawn into the narrative, content that someone' s story was

being told. Performance art was a fixture of the '70s art

^•"^Statistical Abstract of the United States 1990, p. 453.

^^Goldberg, RoseLee. Performance: Live Art from 1909 to the

Present (New York: Harry Abrams, 1979)

.
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world, and by the next decade, it was featured prominently in

established venues and had gained a regular audience. At this

point, performance went Hollywood, shunning the spareness of

conceptualism. Instead of presenting the viewer with obscure

"idea-art," artists set out to be entertaining; they wore

costumes and told jokes . Laurie Anderson enthralled crowds

with extravaganzas of sight, sound, and technology. The

talents of Spaulding Gray and Eric Bogosian were showcased in

two mainstream films, Swimming to Cambodia and Sex, Drugs,

and Rock and Roll, respectively, which tackled issues such as

the Cambodian killing fields, drug abuse, and male chauvinism

in a serious, but comedic manner. But despite this trend

toward traditional theatricality, artists still addressed

tough personal and political issues.

Thought Music is three women-Robbie McCauley, Laurie

Carlos, and Jessica Hagedorn—whose work strikes a balance

between the feminist sensibility of the '70s and popular

culture. "The women we were didn't exist in the theater,"

explains Carlos, "We were going to finally define for

ourselves, through our bodies and our voices, exactly who we

were in the world. "^3 This was the motivation that drew the

three women together for their first collaboration in 1981.

Each performer brought to the group a unique history on which

to build their narratives. Carlos, an actor and writer, was

born in 1949 and grew up in New York City. Her father was a

drummer and her mother was a dancer. She won an Obie for her

role in Ntozake Shange's For Colored Girls Who Have

2 3Champagne, Lenora. Out From Under (New York: Theater Communications

Group, 1990) p. 93.
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Considered Suicide/When the Rainbow Is Enuf . Jessica

Hagedorn, who is a novelist and poet, was born in Manila in

1949. She moved to California in her teens and studied at the

American Conservatory Theatre. She founded a mixed media

group called the Gangster Choir in the '70s and is the author

of three books, including Dog Eaters. Actor McCauley was born

in 1942 and grew up in Norfolk, Virginia, Georgia, and

Washington D.C. In the mid-' 60s she moved to New York and was

involved in experimental and black theater. McCauley worked

as a social worker to support her acting and says of her

experience, "It was a job, but it was also part of the

sensibility I was starting to develop and hone. I wanted to

take in personal experiences that are the result of social

conditions and be able to speak on them..."^'' The group is

interested in exploring their various cultural heritages and

the ways in which these heritages have been present in their

lives

.

In 1986, Thought Music performed Teenytown (figure 12).

The work is a commentary on racism at both a personal and

global level. The first section is performed in the style of

a minstrel show, a popular American amusement in the 19th

century. Minstrel troupes were white men in black face who

mimicked the music, humor, and dance of Black Americans. The

three artists fill the traditional minstrel roles of Jones,

Bones, and the Interlocutor, who banter, joke, and perform

skits with each other. Clearly, this appropriation of a

racist convention serves as a political statement . The second

part of work incorporates a talk show format, parodying the

Champagne, Lenora. p. 92.
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Tonight Show. Needless to say, Teenytown' s greatest irony is

that its comedic framework fails to impart any humor onto the

issues discussed.

The meat of Teenytown lies not in its overly precocious

moments, when, for instance the three artists sing Swanee

River, or when Hagedorn as Johnny Carson assumes Carson's

famous golf stance. Rather, it is reflected in the direct and

sometimes angry performance of texts that the three women

have written. Though some of v/hat the performers reveal to

the audience is highly personal and thus indecipherable, the

meanings of their narratives are hardly lost. Hagedorn' s Hail

Mary (figure 13) is a tribute not to the mother of Jesus, but

to a girl who inspired her in her youth. The narrator is most

impressed with Cora's reputation as the "female Elvis of the

Philippines," whose "swiveling hips," "snarl on her pouty

lips," and "swaggering behind her guitar" completed her image

as ^the king.' In fact she has more of an admiration for

Cora, who is "more Elvis than Elvis," than she does for the

man himself, whom she sarcastically portrays as a swollen

corpse on a plastic bed of roses. Another of the girl's

heroes was Otis Redding, whose first name she repeats twice.

Though the narrator refers in retrospect to Redding' s music

as "divine pulp & corny love," she does so in a tone of

reverence. She recalls the passion that his "nasty drawl &

innuendo" inspired in her. Hall Mary is telling of the

effects that American popular culture has had on other

countries

.

Hagedorn' s novel, Dog Eaters, elaborates on this

phenomenon; the book' s characters delight in Philippine
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versions of American music, soap operas, and movies. It is

not apparent in the poem whether or not the narrator resents

the American influence on her country. It is apparent,

however, that she prefers the non-white and "Philippinized"

American traditions that touched her. Otis is her idol, as is

Cora, whose Elvis impersonation is a thoroughly native

rendition

.

McCauley' s Georgia Mud (figure 13) is similarly an

impression of childhood, but a more sentimental one. The

sensory information she provides in this text is not the

fiery rock-and-roll variety, but sweet and reflective.

McCauley paints the vivid Georgia landscape in order to show

the experience of growing up as a black person in the South.

The outdoor pleasures of childhood—"sand in my feet...rain

coming down...sunshine...feet in the mud"—evoke a tone of

sentimentality. The imagery of building sandcastles and of

walking or "switching" confidently along a dirt road is

particularly poignant . But all of these memories are told

with a sense of purpose. The women rocking on the porch are

oracles who announce the narrator's destiny, "tell' em what we

know down here." They entreat her at an early age to keep the

story of her people alive. The words "pain" and especially

"blood" in the last stanza have an ominous ring, but they

signify her tie to the struggles of past generations, as does

her flatout statement, "I am as old now as those old women

were back then."

The narrator's relationship with her ancestors is further

explored in Sharks (figure 14) . In the very first line she
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asserts her position as storyteller, "I am the darkskinned

grandmother, have always been." This is the springboard to a

melange of recollections and cynical observations. As a young

girl the narrator is excluded from participating in a

televised dance because she is "too dark". Even worse, she

fails to receive any comfort from those close to her. Miss

White, the "poor dark-skinned" teacher, is the nonsympathetic

bearer of bad news . One of the neighborhood children taunts

her because she is dark-skinned, telling her to grease her

legs, and her own family "dismisses her expectations." As an

adult, she is skeptical of progress. The black women today,

she says, are told that they are beautiful and that the black

tradition is a wonderful thing. To have one's ethnicity

venerated is all well and good, but the narrator questions

how much "power" political, economic and otherwise, her

people have in society. The oppression of the past is not

easily forgotten. The poem's title Sharks alludes to the

practice of throwing sick slaves into the sea during the

passage from Africa. "There is a place in the mid-Atlantic

where the sharks still gc.they still remember the blood,

where millions of us got pushed overboard." Although the

sharks may remember the killing, the narrator regrets that

white culture does not. She complains that "white people" are

far too busy cultivating their self images to "hear their own

history" or admit their 'thievery' from blacks. In her

opinion, ethnocentric behavior persists. The university

professor, whom she mockingly calls a "liberal," is an

example of how even the most educated people can foster

racial and class stereotypes. The professor's attitude
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suggests that poor Indian children are generally not capable

of love, and are therefore not completely human. McCauley

wryly counters his "amazement" at the children's behavior

with her total lack of surprise at finding "two Ugly white

people who love each other .

" For better or for worse the

narrator will not relinquish her anger. She, the grandmother,

"carries it like a torch" so that the younger generation will

not forget their past

.

Laurie Carlos' s monologue in All Shook Up (figure 15),

which was written by Hagedorn, addresses racism at home and

abroad. According to the narrator, Paris was a "stinking

racist town" where policemen used to arbitrarily check the

identification of nonwhites in order to catch illegal aliens.

The Paris of today is supposedly no different. Algerians and

Vietnamese people are the new outcasts. Manila, Hagedorn'

s

hometown, is split among racial lines, too, with tensions

between the mixed bloods-"Amerikanos" and "mestizos"-and the

"dark skinned" native population. The most important thread

in the monologue, however, is Elvis, whose song All Shook Up

lends its name to the title. Twice the narrator asks "who

wrote the song who gets the credit?" referring to the fact

that white singers often had hits with songs written and

originally performed by black artists. Elvis is the "famous

flame of black r & b mythology," surpassing the popularity of

Little Richard, Fats Domino, Otis Redding, and Chuck Berry-

black musicians who, unlike "the king", wrote much of their

own material. Hagedorn' s explanation for Presley's fame is

his exotic European name "so pseudo French so possibly

Spanish." She infers that white audiences and recording
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executives accepted more readily a white singer who sang

black music, than black musicians singing their own songs.

"You got to be hungry to hip hop," states the narrator,

meaning that popular music originates from less privileged

groups and that its real practitioners are denied fame and

fortune. There is no justice in Hagedorn' s portrait of the

world, leading the audience to believe that things may,

indeed, be all shook up.

Activism is everywhere—on art world stages, in the evening

news, even in our popular entertainment. In the summer of

1991, Thelma and Louise graced shopping mall and cineplex

movie screens, prompting arguments among film critics and

filmgoers alike (figure 16) . This is an action picture

starring two famous actresses and directed by the maker of

such hits as Alien and Bladerunner. How could a mainstream

movie, i.e., a movie that is supposed to be a box office

success, stir up such controversy? Despite the big names

behind it, Thelma and Louise is a relatively modest picture,

seemingly unaware of the conflicts and questions woven within

its plot . The story involves two underappreciated women whose

vacation plans evolve into a crime spree. Their refusal to

play by the rules of a male-dominated world culminates in

tragedy. At a time when women are repeatedly victimized, the

feminist message of Thelma and Louise came not a moment too

soon

.

Ironically, just one day before Thelma and Louise's May

24, 1991 release, the Supreme Court ruled that health care

workers at federally-funded clinics cannot discuss abortion
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with their clients. ^^ That fall, Americans watched Supreme

Court nominee Clarence Thomas face allegations that he

sexually harassed Anita Hill, a former colleague at the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) . Though Professor

Hill presented her case in a very calm, professional manner,

one poll showed a frightening statistic; only 37 percent of

college-educated women and 19 percent of nongraduates

believed her story. Perhaps Hill's cool demeanor in the

courtroom, as opposed to Thomas' emotional testimony, led

people to believe that she was lying. "The absence of emotion

makes people suspect, " states Thomas Kochman, the author of

Black and White Styles in Conflict .
^6 or maybe that wasn't

it at all. A few months later, Patricia Bowman did her fair

share of crying on the witness stand, but that didn't

convince her jurors that William Kennedy Smith was guilty of

raping her. A student at a Southern womens' college was heard

saying, "You can't expect me to believe that she [Bowman]

would go to a Kennedy's house and not expect to sleep with

him." Is it any wonder that defense attorneys in rape cases

make such an effort to pack juries with women? Vivian Burger,

a vice-dean of Columbia' s law school and a former sex-crimes

prosecutor says that "many women tend to be more judgmental

about the purported victim than men. "27

A 1989 Newsweek poll found that while 77 percent of

American women thought that the women' s movement had improved

Taubin, Amy. "Ridley Scott Road work." Sight and Sound, vol. 1 (July

1991), p. 18.

^^Saholz, Eloise. "Dividing Lines." Newsweek, vol. 118 (Oct. 28,

1991), p. 25.

^^Saholz, Eloise. p. 25.
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their lives, only 33 percent of them identified themselves as

feminists. 2^ Much of this has to do with the unfair (and

heterosexist ) stereotyping of feminists as lesbians with

hairy legs. Many young women today view the Equal Rights

Amendment as unnecessary; they assume that they are already

treated as equals. Even veterans of the women's movement are

bitter; no one had predicted the demands of "having it all,"

or society's unwillingness to support women in their new

roles, particularly as this pertains to childcare. To make

matters much worse, many poor and minority women have never

felt that the movement addresses their concerns. American

feminism has largely been the domain of white middle and

upper class women who have fought for the right to break out

of the home and advance their careers. In the quest to feed

their families, less privileged women have never had the

option to stay at home. Nor have most of them had the

opportunity to enter the higher paying professions. Feminism

in the '90s will change to meet the needs of a broader group.

Attention will be diverted away from equal opportunity and

routed to family and community issues, such as federally

funded day care, maternity and paternity leave, and more

flexible work schedules.

Feminism may be 'moving on' , but women have yet to clear up

unfinished business carried over from the '70s. Equal

opportunity in the work place has not been achieved. A woman

earns 72 cents for every dollar that a man earns. One reason

for this pay discrepancy is that a majority of women, 59

'^'^Wallis, Claudia. "Onward, Women." Time, vol. 140 (Dec. 4, 1989), p.

89.
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percent, are stuck in lower-paying "pink collar"

professions. 29 a so-called ^glass ceiling' prevents women

from advancing to the highest paying corporate jobs. Only 3

percent of executive positions at the largest U.S. companies

are held by women. ^° Furthermore, the freedom that women have

over their own bodies is still an issue 19 years after the

Roe vs. Wade decision. In 1989 the Supreme Court passed the

Webster decision, which allows states more latitude in

determining their abortion legislation. Parental notification

laws are being proposed in every state assembly.

Susan Faludi addresses these issues in her book Backlash,

where she berates the media for perpetuating anti-feminist

sentiment. Faludi cites dubious, yet widely-published studies

that belie the gains of the feminist movement. One particular

study, a Harvard-Yale collaboration, maintained that women

who postpone marriage for education and career have a slim

chance of getting married: at thirty a college-educated woman

had a 20 percent chance of being wed, at thirty-five the odds

were down to 5 percent. The latent message in these findings

is that an unhappy private life is the price women must pay

for career and educational fulfillment-in other words, the

feminist movement has not been such a blessing after all. The

Associated Press quickly picked up this story and spread it

around the world. The New York Times, The Washington Post,

The Boston Globe, and other national papers prominently

featured these statistics. None of these reputable

publishers, however, questioned the validity of the Harvard-

29wallis, Claudia, p. 85.

^°Saltzman, Amy. "Trouble at the top." U.S. News and World Report,

(June 17, 1991), pp. 41-48.
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Yale findings. A demographer at the Census Department,

however, discovered blatant errors in the study's research

and calculations. She conducted her own study and determined

that while the marriage rate was declining in the general

population, it had actually risen for college-educated women

between the ages of 25 and 45. Consequently, the media

ignored her findings and her agency censored the

information .
-^^

Faludi mentions other suspicious studies that concern

working womens' rising infertility and declining mental

health. As eager as the media is, however, to

indiscriminately print such alarming statistics, and as

inclined as the government and private organizations are to

commission them, Faludi does not lay blame on the individuals

behind these institutions. The feminist backlash, she states,

"is not a conspiracy...the people who serve its ends are often

[unaware] of their role...its workings are encoded and

internalized."-^^ The same could be said of Thelma and

Louise

.

Screenwriter Callie Kouri did not set out to write a

"propaganda tool." "This is an adventure film," she explains,

"It's a film about women outlaws. People should just

relax. "33 But Thelma and Louise delivers more than fast

driving and 'shoot 'em up' thrills. Inherent in the movie's

'good ole girl' quality is a level of rebellion and personal

^iFaludi, Susan. Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American

Women (New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1991) pp. 9-14.

Faludi, Susan, p. xxi

.

^^simpson, Janice C. "Moving into the Driver's Seat." Time, vol. 137

(June 24, 1991) , p. 55.
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freedom never before afforded to women on the screen. The

film does not depict a rational world. It does not intend to

offer rational solutions to feminist dilemmas. All of the

choices available to the main characters, legal and

otherwise, will inevitably end in tragedy. Nonetheless, the

purpose of the movie is not to plunge women into further

hopelessness. Thelma and Louise, by way of convincing

performance and arresting cinematography, confronts the

audience with the way things are and asks them to make the

leap into 'what should be' .

Thelma and Louise follows a tradition of road pictures

which includes Bonnie and Clyde, Easy Rider, Badlands,

Something Wild, and Wild at Heart. Though women were major

characters in these earlier films, Manohla Dargis observes

that they function merely as facilitators of mens' power

fantasies, not as protagonists in their own rights. Female

sexuality provokes violence, heightening the danger (and

hence the excitement) of the male journey. ^^ Nowhere is this

more clear than in the opening scene of Wild at Heart in

which Sailor Ripley fatally beats a thug for the love of his

sweetheart, Lula Fortune. Thelma and Louise turn the tables;

the men in their lives are left cooling their heels as the

duo journey across the Southwestern landscape. "I just got

fed up with the passive role of women, " recalls the

screenwriter. "They were never driving the story because they

were never driving the car. "35 Behind the dash of a ' 66

^''Dargis, Manohla. "Roads to freedom." Sight and Sound, vol. 1 (July,

1991), p. 16.

'^Simpson, Janice C. p. 55.
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Thunderbird, Thelma and Louise attempt to steer their own

destinies

.

When the story begins, the two women are preparing for an

innocent weekend vacation. Louise is a hardworking waitress

whose musician boyfriend is forever on the road. Thelma is a

homemaker kept on a short leash by her loutish husband. Tired

of waiting on their men, they hop in a car and head towards

the mountains to have some fun of their own. The situation

turns bleak when Thelma is nearly raped outside a roadside

bar. Louise rescues her at gunpoint and then murders the

attacker in cold blood. Kouri has made an important decision

in the choice of Louise's crime. Louise does not kill in

self-defense or merely injure the rapist. The law does not

justify her actions; nor does her conscience. Murder is a

point of no return from which no neat resolution can follow.

What distinguishes Thelma and Louise from other "feminist"

action flicks is that the core relationship in the movie is

between two women. Both the young FBI candidate in The

Silence of the Lambs and the hitwoman in La Femme Nikita,

are guided by their paternal superiors . Likewise, Sarah

Connor receives plenty of help from her cyborg guardian in

Terminator II; and while Sigourney Weaver's tough character

in Aliens is not subordinated to a father figure, she uses

her arsenal of sci-fi weapons to protect herself, ironically,

from the mother figure/monster. The minute that Thelma and

Louise are on the lam, they count on each other to make

decisions. They are not simply running from a murder scene.

Essentially, they are fleeing a male society which will not

grant them justice and it is ridiculous, then, to rely on the
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help of those who seek to imprison them further. When Thelma

is reluctant to stand up to her mate, Louise curtly remarks,

"He's your husband, not your father." The message is clear.

Women can survive by their own wits and have no need of a

father figure. The two characters' main concern, in fact, is

how to defend themselves from the men who claim to have their

best interests at heart. Thelma' s overbearing, couch potato

of a husband, Darryl, aids the authorities in tracking the

pair down. J.D., the friendly hitchhiker, romances Thelma one

night and steals Louise's getaway money the next morning.

Louise's kindly boyfriend Jimmy is, however, considerably

less threatening than Darryl and J.D. He proposes to Louise,

but she does not trust his sincerity enough to accept; his

wayward habits would only break her heart. Hal, the police

detective, sympathizes with the two women and attempts to

halt their crime spree before the situation becomes even more

dismal. From Thelma and Louise's point of view, however, he

is just a patronizing lawman.

The duo's odyssey is as liberating as it is tragic.

Hitherto unknown to these women were the joys of guns, fast

cars, and Wild Turkey-the same kinds of rowdiness that are

strictly the domain of male characters in earlier films.

Notable among their new found freedoms is Thelma' s sexual

awakening. During the sex scene, the camera scans J.D.'s

body, showing us Thelma' s point of view. Here, the male is

the object of desire. As their journey progresses, Thelma and

Louise wield more and more power. After J.D. absconds with

Louise's savings, Thelma robs a convenience store using

techniques she learned from him. "I think I have a knack for
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this..." she remarks casually, as if she were referring to her

bowling score. Later, they lock a stuffy highway patrolman

into the trunk of his car and Thelma entreats him to respect

his wife because, she says, "my husband wasn't sweet to me and

look how I turned out." Shortly after this incident, Thelma

and Louise get even with a trucker who has been harassing

them since the beginning of their trip. He pulls off the

highway expecting a sexual encounter. What he receives is a

lecture on how to behave towards women before the duo

violently destroys his oil-truck rig. By this time, hope has

run out for the outlaws. Continuous driving, drinking, and

escapading have left the two heroes ragged and with the FBI

hot on their trail. In the film's final scene the women are

surrounded on a cliff. To their rear is a bevy of squad cars

and sharpshooters. Facing them is the Grand Canyon, a

limitless expanse of rust-colored mesas which symbolizes

their recently acquired freedom. Choosing to die rather than

to be rendered powerless again, Thelma and Louise speed off

the cliff. In the movie's concluding frames, we see their T-

bird frozen in midair, as though it is simultaneously

plunging to the earth and flying towards the clouds. The

imagery is ambiguous, but the physical consequences of the

womens' action is not.

The movie's detractors have much to say about Thelma and

Louise's irrational behavior. They question the pair's

decision to run from the murder scene. Why do they not go to

the authorities and plead self-defense? Louise's explanation

is quite succinct: the police will not believe Thelma because
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a bar full of people saw her "dancing cheek-to-cheek" with

her attacker. Though we never learn the details of Louise's

mysterious Texas incident, it apparently involved sexual

assault, and judging from her low opinion of the police, she

knows from experience how ineptly the legal system handles

rape cases. The aforementioned Patricia Bowman and Anita Hill

are real life examples of women who came forward only to be

victimized again. Considering the courtroom antipathy that

many sexual assault survivors must endure, it is not

surprising women might be mistrusting of the law.

Thelma and Louise has also been criticized for being

overly violent, even though recent films such as Total Recall

and Terminator 2 are far bloodier. True, Thelma and Louise

commit manslaughter, armed robbery, and destroy property.

They're no angels. But it is not the amount of violence in

the movie that has ruffled feathers, it is the fact that

women are perpetrating it. When Sheila Benson of the Los

Angeles Times denies that there are feminist elements in the

plot, she does so in objection to the violence. Feminism she

says, "has to do with responsibility, equality, sensitivity,

understanding—not revenge, retribution or sadistic

behavior .
"-^^ One could argue that Ms. Benson has a

retrogressive view of a woman's Muty' . In bygone times,

femininity required a steadfast adherence to virtue. Today,

who would dispute that there is more to the female psyche

than responsibility and understanding? Feminism also has to

do with anger, and Thelma and Louise depicts that anger in a

^^Rainer, Peter and Sheila Benson. "True or False: Thelma & Louise Just

Good 01' Boys?" Los Angeles Times, (May 31, 1991), sec F, p. 1, col
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hyperbolized form. When the gun toting cowgirls blow up the

phallus-like rig, they are transformed into mythic characters

whose actions are symbolic of liberation, not criminal

mischief. The controversial encounter between Thelma and J.D.

must similarly be viewed in a connotative way. In the real

world, a sexual assault survivor would probably not engage in

sexual activity so soon after an attack, as Thelma does. But

her relationship with J.D. serves to show that her new found

freedom is, as Richard Schickel explains it, "eroticizing as

well as empowering . "^^

The film's conclusion is a heated point of contention. Some

moviegoers believe that the heroes' deaths are a copout

.

Better to live and fight the system, they insist. (What was

it that Scarlet O' Hara said? "There's always tomorrow.")

Others maintain that the double suicide is the least

compromising ending, a final gesture which cedes from our

heroes' oppressors any hope of conquering them. Ultimately

though, the journey is much more significant than the final

destination. The two women cross through a wasteland of

desert highway into a limitless red and purple country, all

the while photographed in a misty, saturated light. Along the

way, they share their fears and triumphs with each other,

inviting the audience to participate vicariously in their

misadventures. Their pilgrimage is a metaphor of courage

found, inspiring the viewer to examine his or her own

reactions to the powers that be.

Schickel, Richard. "Gender Bender." Time, vol 1 (June 24, 1991), p.

55.
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III.

Just how divided the art world is concerning the issue of

art's political usefulness is apparent from Gran Fury's

notorious declaration which appeared in the December/January

1988-1989 calendar for the Kitchen. On one side of the

calendar is a photograph of AIDS protesters, and on the flip

side is the pronouncement "WITH 42,000 DEAD [from AIDS], ART

IS NOT ENOUGH." This leads one to ponder—if one's goal is to

change the world and 'art is not enough, ' why not channel all

of one's energy into lobbying and protesting instead?

Essentially, the Kitchen graphic begs the $64,000 dollar

question, "Can art function politically in its own right, and

if so, how?" The characteristics, problems, and effectiveness

of socially progressive art can be analyzed by including

Greenpeace, ACT UP/Gran Fury, Thought Music, and Thelma and

Louise, among other examples, in a discussion of this

phenomenon

.

Judging from the variety of places in which it is found,

activist art can function both in and out of the gallery.

Either way, however, it is stigmatized by its surroundings.

Activist artists who choose to show in galleries and museums

are often knocked for their efforts. The assumption is that

the political content of their work is subdued when housed in

the domain of the rich, white, heterosexual elite. This

argument follows that salable or grant-subsidized art is the

pawn of marketplace and government. Undoubtedly, a similar

form of this argument was heard at the Salon des Refuses, the

Cafe Voltaire, Judson Memorial Church, and L.A. Womanhouse.
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Thankfully this type of thinking is becoming outmoded. In an

effort to spread their message, activists are showing in a

variety of spaces and accepting funds from high profile

institutions. "I insist on a politic that resides in a lot of

different places," declares Gran Fury member Tom Kalin, '• and

he is in good company. Gran Fury, for instance was given a

grant from the Whitney to design the Benetton bus poster

campaign. Thought Music has performed at the Kitchen and

Franklin Furnace, two organizations that are funded by the

NEA. Holly Hughes and Laura Finley, feminist artists whose

NEA grants were withdrawn because of the "obscene" nature of

their work, eventually regained their funding. The fact that

radical art can infiltrate traditionally conservative spaces

is a coup in itself, and practically speaking, the museum

crowd is as much in need of political awareness as any other

group. Why assume that they are any more aware than anyone

else when the opposite could be true?

The art establishment's acceptance of activist art signals

a new social consciousness. A recent survey of Los Angeles

museums revealed that 93 percent of attendees were Anglo;

"The demographics of our audience, says John Walsh, director

2
of the Getty Museum, "are an increasing embarrassment. As

a result of these and other disappointing statistics, museums

and galleries are attempting to attract a broader audience by

'•Ferguson, Russell, William Olander, Marcia Tucker, and Karen Fiss

eds . Discourses: Conversations in Postmodern Culture (New York:

The New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1990) p. 208. From the essay "Gran

Fury" by David Deitcher.

^Cembalest, Robin. "Goodbye, Columbus?" ARTnews, vol. 90 (October

1991), p. 105.
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diversifying their exhibitions. The National Gallery's "Circa

1492: Art in the Age of Exploration" is a recent example of

multicultural programming. It presented the art of several

groups, including the Aztecs and Chinese, which were

contemporary during 15th and 16th centuries. The intention of

this show was to present a non-patronizing perspective of

world culture. One hopes this trend will draw people who were

previously uninterested in the museum and gallery scene—all

the better for activist artists who wish to disseminate their

information to as many communities as possible.

Joseph Beuys, who often expressed his disdain for art's

traditional preoccupation with technique, remarked that,

"Aesthetics is the human being. "3 in other words, he

believed that art is the interaction among people; such is

the nature of socially progressive art, which is leaving an

impression upon our day-to-day lives. We can experience

activism by reading an article, viewing subway posters, or

watching t.v. and mainstream films. Skeptics claim, however,

that the public ignores reform ideas transmitted to them by

popular culture. These critics contend that when surrounded

in a sea of pimple cream ads and music videos, activist art

is merely another fetish or souvenir, devoid of meaning.''

The point is well taken that terse advertising slogans and

soundbites do not allow for in depth coverage of important

issues. But as it has already been argued, some artists are

^Ferguson, Russell et al. p. 185. From the essay "Joseph Beuys" by

Kate Horsfield and Lyn Blumenthal.

'^Avgikos, Jan. "Green Piece." Artforum, vol. 29 (April 1991), p.

107. Avgikos' concept of art object as "souvenir" is particularly

relevant here.
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able to use their media opportunity to its best advantage. By

combining convincing imagery and performance, artists can

'persuade' the viewer to identify with what is being

portrayed. From this point the viewer can react to the given

information

.

Art's interest in social change is trickling down to

Madison Avenue. Whereas artists have appropriated advertising

methods to promote activism, advertising executives are now

returning the favor by appropriating an activist sensibility

to promote sales. This photograph of an AIDS patient and his

family is an ad for Benetton, whose previous ads, ironically,

were the model for Gran Fury's Kissing Doesn't Kill poster

(figure 17) . Furthermore, the recent feminist resurgence

caused by the Thomas hearings, pro-choice protests, and yes,

Thelma and Louise, among other things, is clearly the

stimulus for a recent Donna Karan ad campaign where a photo

portrays a female president surrounded by her male staff

(figure 18) . These ads are similar to Thelma and Louise in

that, here, a female occupies a traditionally male role and a

group of men wait on her.

Needless to say, the above images are less politically

powerful than their artistic counterparts. Donna Karan and

Benneton may be addressing important issues, but their motive

in doing so is profit; the "sincerity factor," a crucial

component of activism, is lacking. Ads like these, when

proliferated en masse, however, can inure people of certain

realities . If an individual is inundated with a popular idea,

s/he is more inclined to believe that idea. Thus, as socially

conscious advertising becomes more prevalent, national
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attitudes about racism, AIDS, the environment, et al. may-

change. What better proof that activist art is infiltrating

popular thinking than the current vogue for these watered-

down, commercial imitations?

Socially involved art can take many forms and exist in as

many places, but without exception it must reflect a

knowledgeable opinion. Activists are fully aware that their

emotional appeal to people is dependent on the believability

of the information that they present. The Greenpeace

propaganda machine is supported by a vast network of research

laboratories, which includes an eco-toxicology lab on the

campus of Queen Mary's College, and a worldwide satellite

communications network. Similarly, within ACT UP there are

''intelligence' committees whose only function is to gather

data for use in fact sheets, art work, demonstrations, and

lobbying. At a less bureaucratic level, Callie Khouri pored

over books about rape victims in order to perfect her

characters' behavior and the three members of Thought Music

carefully selected memories which would accurately convey

their impressions of racism.

In their essay "Democracy and Competence, " Don Adams and

Arlene Goldbard emphasize the relationship between an

understanding of the issues and the initiation of social

change. They believe that being an informed activist entails

more than a mere familiarity with facts and figures; it

involves knowing, among other things, what the public's views

are, what the opposition's views are, and how to access

networks of power. ^ Even more fundamental is the knowledge
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of one's own motives. One problem that often arises in

activist situations is that people with very different

motives come together under the false pretense of sharing the

same goals. Tensions result among the members when priorities

are being established. The formation of official and

unofficial committees within a group, in order to focus on

concerns particular to specific communities, generally helps

to relieve this tension. When each of the various microcosms

has a forum to discuss what is important to itself, the body

is free to determine common goals. ACT UP is a perfect

illustration of this process; the organization's Womens'

Committee and Majority Actions Committee concentrate on the

health care issues of women and minorities, respectively. The

input that they and other "affinity" groups provide the

organization helps to determine ACT UP's general campaign

objectives

.

At the organizational level, activism requires a

sensitivity to the views of others. Nothing is so deadly to

an activist's credibility than wrongly assuming to speak for

others in his constituency. Rudy Martin, the director of

public relations for The American Indian Community House,

writes about the impossibility of representing the entire

Indian community, which consists of roughly 280 tribal

nations. "[I] express my feelings as long as I make it clear

that I do so with respect for their many individual

priorities."^ It is an especially tricky business when

-^O'Brien, Mark and Craig Little eds . Reimagining America: The

Arts of Social Change (Santa Cruz, CA and Philadelphia, PA: New

Society Publishers, 1990), pp. 214-221.

°0'Brien, Mark and Craig Little eds. pp. 121-23. From the essay "Our
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individuals privileged by education and class claim to

represent marginalized people, as oftentimes happens.

Minority activists, for instance, are frequently suspicious

of the white community' s support for multiculturalism; their

participation is sometimes construed as another instance of

"primitivism, " whereby the dominant culture appropriates

foreign influences to enliven their own culture. In this

scenario, the power status of the less privileged communities

remains unchanged. Guillermo Gomez-Peha is a Hispanic

activist who holds this cynical opinion of Anglo-America. He

laments that the new interest in Hispanic culture is "a

media-produced mirage" and that, "[The Hispanic community's]

participation in national political and cultural processes

remains restricted...""^

In a conversation with Gilles Deleuze, Michel Foucault

expounds the role of the privileged in social change.

Intellectuals, he maintains, champion the oppressed because

they themselves feel oppressed in some area (race or sex, for

example)—in other words their intentions are somewhat self-

serving. Foucault goes on to explain that there is a "system

of power" which nullifies the discourse of the less

privileged, a system in which the intellectual feels very

much at home. He contends that the intellectual's task is not

to simply use this system to communicate the needs of the

masses, but to break down this system which glorifies

him/her, so that the oppressed have the power to express

Cultures Speak for Themselves" by Rudy Martin.

'G6mez-Pena, Guillermo. "The Multicultural Paradigm." High

Performance, vol 12 (Fall 1989), p. 26.
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themselves . 8 Such a dynamic between the privileged and the

less privileged might resolve the resentments incurred in

such a relationship.

The Los Angeles Poverty Department (LAPD) is an example of

theory put into practice. LAPD is a performance group that

was founded by John Malpede, an artist formerly based in New

York. The actors in the group are homeless people who write

and perform pieces about life on the street. The

responsibilities of working for LAPD, which include serving

on the advisory board of a homeless organization and national

touring, have changed the actors' lives. Several of them have

found permanent housing and some have left the group for

other opportunities. LAPD's success in empowering its members

demonstrates that an activist partnership between privileged

and marginalized communities is indeed viable.

For the general public, the who, what, why, where, when,

and how behind activism matters very little. Its

effectiveness in initiating social change, not its ideology,

organization, or good intentions, is the test of its

validity. The politically involved art documented here has

met with a good deal of success. Greenpeace has been given

considerable credit for the halting of radioactive dumping in

the oceans and baby seal hunting in North America, for saving

the whales and the dolphins, and, just recently, for helping

to negotiate a fifty year moratorium on the exploitation of

oil and minerals in Antarctica.^ ACT UP's biggest feat to

date is its role in the FDA approval of ddi, an antiviral

°Ferguson, Russell et a. p. 10. From "Intellectuals & Power," a

discussion between Gilles Deleueze and Michel Foucault

.

^Horton, Tom. p. 44.
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drug for AIDS patients who cannot tolerate AZT. Thelma and

Louise may never destroy the patriarchy, but it was one of

the several events of 1991 which stirred women to question

how free they really are; the Academy, recognizing its

importance, awarded it an Oscar for Best Original Screenplay,

Thought Music's Teenytown has not eradicated racism, but it

is a part of a mammoth trend toward multiculturalism.

Gran Fury is correct in its assertion that "art is not

enough." Even a multinational corporation like Greenpeace

with all of its high-tech gadgetry does not accomplish its

political victories alone. No art can eliminate the specters

of hunger, disease, war, racism, sexism, or pollution. But

art can reflect the social concerns of the day, like other

forms of communication, and function as a didactic tool

within broad movements such as feminism and environmentalism.
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IV.

"Men cannot abandon their religious faith without a

kind of aberration of intellect and a sort of

violation of their true nature...Unbelief is an

accident, and faith is the only permanent state of

mankind. "—Alexis de Tocqueville

John Rajchman caustically observes that postmodernism is

defined by its inconsistencies. "Postmodernism is theoretical

cannibalism," he remarks. "One jumbles together the different

theoretical idioms available without commensurating them into

a single coherent language .
"' How then does one go about

relating this enigmatic theory to contemporary art trends?

Luckily for the student of art history, there is some

consensus about what constitutes the postmodern in art.

Postmodern art is generally characterized as being

"pluralistic"; its producers "appropriate" techniques and

symbols collected from the illustrious art of the past and

from popular culture, as well. While some historians believe

that postmodern art reacts against the reductive, self-

referential surfaces of Formalism, Rajchman and art critic

Suzi Gablik agree that postmodernism is yet a pessimistic

continuation of it. The borrowed devices and imagery in

postmodern works are stripped of their historical context,

hence referring only to their existence in the work; and the

postmodern copycat ethic, which reduces art to a melange of

^Hertz, Richard and Norman M. Klein. Twentieth Century Art Theory

(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1990) . From "Postmodernism in a

Nominalist Frame" by John Rajchman
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artifacts, reveals a loss of hope for future innovation.

During the modern period, artists alienated themselves from

"rational" society, turning into themselves to find the

spirituality which, for them, did not exist in organized

religion or the state. Kandinsky spoke of the "creative

spirit...which moves the human spirit forward and upward on the

clear path. "2 The postmodern artist carried on the tradition

of isolation from society, but the sacred component of

artmaking, which Kandinsky espoused, had since evaporated.

When Keith Haring describes his graffiti art as "signs and

symbols which became more significant through redundancy"^

he hit upon a basic principle of postmodern art—image as

sign. Postmodernity contends that reality is hidden behind

simulacra, or a wall of false images that prevents us from

perceiving things as they truly are; thus postmodern artists

show the inanity of what we see by appropriating symbols and

techniques from other sources in order to make strange

associations. For instance, Schnabel, Clemente, and Salle cut

and paste together smatterings of religion, kitsch, and/or

media, creating works that rarely rise above the level of

being ^curious.' But despite claims of mythic, powerful

meanings, artists of this movement (if it is in fact a

movement in its own right) do not offer the viewer anything

more compelling than signs that don't signify. In Gablik'

s

view these pieces fall flat because they lack any sacred

significance. She concludes that, "The inner attitude is

^Chipp, Herschel. Theories of Modern Art (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1968) . From "On the Problem of Form" by Wassily

Kandinsky.

^Siegel, Jeanne, p. 185-86.
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missing-the devotional frame of mind.'"* Not only does

activist art signal the end of the secluded artist, but it

marks a return to spirituality-not necessarily spirituality

in terms of the divine, but in its sense of urgency and

purpose

.

The 18th century notions of freedom and rationalism which

have propelled us into the age of global markets and

technology are beginning to lose momentum. More and more the

world community is proposing limits: on consumption, on the

destruction of the environment, on military growth. Don Adams

and Arlene Goldbard propose that society is undergoing a

Hegelian struggle between Faith and Reason. If Faith gains

the upper hand, the two authors hypothesize, our lives will

be governed by inflexible moral codes-women will lose their

right to choose their own destinies and children will be

taught a conservative, theological perception of the world.

Should pure Reason triumph, we will find ourselves in a

lonely society where profit overshadows humanitarian and

environmental concerns. The synthesis of the spiritual and

the rational will keep their respective excesses in check,

while retaining the virtues of both. Liberty, pragmatism,

equality, and the right to question, shall exist in

equilibrium with modesty, compassion, and responsibility.

Admittedly, this is a simplistic, idealistic model of human

relations, but it explains very neatly the burgeoning

^Gablik, Suzi. Has Modernism Failed (London: Thames and Hudson,

1984), p. 92.

^Adams and Goldbard. "Faith, Reason and the Art of the Future." High

Performance, vol. 12 (Winter '89), pp. 22-25.
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interest in activist art.

Artists, like other members of society are involving

themselves in the construction of this new world, and in

doing so are abandoning the isolation and pessimism that

typifies the modern/postmodern progression. The thought of

being responsible to anything other than one's own sense of

aesthetics was once seen as as a threat to personal autonomy;

many artists are rethinking this exclusionary attitude. In a

rather dramatic analogy, Peter Fuller compares the artist's

freedom to live above the fray with "the freedom of madmen

and the insane; they can do what they like because whatever

they do has no effect at all...They have every freedom except

the one that matters: the freedom to act socially." ^ It is

now all the rage for artists to exercise their constitutional

freedom of expression by sincerely and intelligently

addressing social problems; other artists have gone a step

further and allied themselves with collective action groups.

This trend of socially involved art is based on a renewed

confidence in humanity; it is founded on the belief that

rational action can transform an irrational world.

In retrospect, how could such a large number of modern

artists have shunned the social/political uses of their

labor? That artists might create their works in order to

communicate meaningful, political sentiment seemed as obvious

and natural to Joseph Beuys as a reporter picking up pencil

and paper:

In order to communicate, man uses language, gestures,

or writing. He makes a sign on the wall, or takes a

^Gablik, Suzi. p. 31.
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typewriter and turns out letters. In short, he uses

means. What means can be used for political action? I

have chosen art. Making art, then is a means of

working for man in the realm of thought . That this

should gradually become an increasingly political

task is a matter of my destiny or my ability."^

And yet art is distinct from other forms of communication. It

has a language of its own, a language of images which can

greatly enhance the believability of spoken and written

words. In addition, it has the ability to infiltrate spaces

in which rhetoric is forbidden access. During various periods

of history, art has served to both maintain and criticize the

social order, but now, convinced of its power, many artists

share the sentiment that art will play a more seminal role in

instigating actual change.

^Siegel, Jeanne, p. 82.
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;", In Quaker tradition, to

ledia, they would make i

ise it was a militar}' base

[and of Akutan. The crewl

hat the test had been dela

d at the prospect of havL

Simmons and Metcalfe ]

when the bomb would

should do next, they ai

nission to Amchitka. Bv

ed by the Coast Guard i

oard and iniiouiiced thq

ad failed to notify cusj

ere ordered to the Shur

customs there.

V of the Coufideiice hande

ors, it read:

WEREN'T TIED BY TH
E SAME POSITION' YOU i

UCK. WE ARE BEHIND Yfl

L vjgh their disappointment and sense of defeat, the Greenpeace

w had trouble seeing that the battle had, in a way, been won. The

i .lee had been front-page news in Canada, and Ben Metcalfe's press

liases had won Greenpeace support throughout the country. Robert

iter had also proved expert at aiming media artillery, and the events

>. journey - especially the arrest of the Conmck and the "irtutiny" of

i^oast Guard crew - had done what the border blockades had not:

i had gained the story at least a mention in the American media.

ISuch was the goodwill towards Greenpeace that, back in British

ilumbia, Stowe had been ableW raise the money for another, faster

Ijp
_ a 47-metre (154-fQi3trconverted minesweeper, the Edgewater

Tiune, capable of doing 20 knots. She headed for Amchitka as the

'ack was retlirning home. The two ships crossed paths near

ou \eyislar\d and four of the Connack's crew joined the new protest

5fa second try at Amchitka and Cannikin.

rom the beginning it was a race against time. Her 28-member crew,

•. i-ions and plans 'vere scrambled together in a frantic 24 hours after

sident Nixon set a deadline of November 4 for the test.

Bearing Witness 15

** Another expression cf public concern

was delivered to the White House

Thursday - a protest telegram half-a-

"rnile long containing an estimated

177,000 names of Canadians.

Western Union, which had been

receiving the telegram for four days, said

it beliei'es it is tlie longest message it has

handled in its history anywhere in the

US. The brief text atop the names said:

'As your neighbors, we consider your

action in approving this test

incomprehensible. ..You are playing

Russian roulette next door to where we

live. We ask you in the name of sanity

and common seitse, to stop it now.' *

Vancouver Province,

Novembers, T^71

^m^

• 'oriunc - rechristened Greenpeace Too for the journey - lost time on
•-vXVkilometre (2,000-mile) voyage, when she was beaten back by

LSi^r first attempt at crossing the Gulf of Alaska, and when she

"uk^~rxv€i^ps for fuel and repairs.

*-'>ritf her courageei^s attempt, the Fortune was 1,100 kilometres
'

''"^^'^
'
^^^'ay when, onl^ov^mber 6, 1971 , the secretary o| the AEC,

'"' R Schlesinger, gave orders for the bomb to be detonated.
^-^n there was no eartlujuake, but there was certainly a tidal wave

pohtical sojtrThere had been so many public protests and
'•^itratiop^ainst the tests, so many threatened strikes and

J>^ it was impossible for the United States to continue testing

_

^"J-a. After four months of silence, the AEC finally announced

^

^^ th,e tests in the .Meutians, for "political and other reasons". The
'^^^^^^•^'tenpeace had been heard - and the tiny island of Amchitka

*^ ^gam safe as a wildlife sanctuary.

Sacred Ceremony In a Kwakiutl

long-house, to the scent of

cedarzi'ood smoke and the pulsing of

drums, the creio are anointed with

water and dove feathers and made

honorary tribal brothers.
'
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1 photographer David Bailey
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i in numerous papers across the
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It lends a great deal of weight.

1st the Reagan administration,
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FROM Nuclear Weapons, Stop

the world, "Loper said. "Every

)shima atomic bomb| the media

otests against nuclear weapons.

le perfect image. It was one of

recteri at specific problems and

1
a / derwater pipe at a CIBA-

ACID RAIN PROTEST, 1987
On 22 October 1987, Greenpeace's protestors scaled Mt Rushmore in South Dakota
to protest the lack of strict U S government regulat'ons on acid ram The action

was halted before the sign was fully unfurled.

(CopyrigM 1987 Townsend/Greenpeace All Rights Reserved)
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TORY

March 22
^ shipment of Icelandic whale meat

)oimd for Japan was intercepted by

'iK peace campaigners in

is.. '.burg. West Germaiiy, and the

jolice and customs were informed,

rhe whale meat was labelled as

'frozen seafood". Transit of

products from animals on the CITES

jndangered species list is illegal in

jermany. The consignment was

;eized by the authorities and sent

)ack to Iceland.

April
In Switzerland, about 40 Greenpeace

volunteers began work, in

collaboration with the forest

administration, to help stabilize

the soil on a steep slope above

the village of Malans. This was

part of a long-term project on

afforestation and soil erosion.

During the same month

Greenpeace UK released a short

inti-nuclear-power film called

"Meltdown". Directed by David

Bailey and shown in cinemas across

the countrv, the film depicted scenes

af mass burial after a nuclear plant

accident in 1991; audiences burst

pplause after seeing it.

March 9 "Stop Plutonium Production

Now" - a human billboard on

Washington's Capitol steps.

April 26
In a spectacular demonstration m
the centre of Prague, three

Greenpeace protesters from Sweden,

Austria and Denmark unfurled a

giant banner on the side of the

National Museum in VVenceslas

Scjuare that read "Chernobyl Xc^ er'

Again - For A Nuclear Free Future
'

Beneath it, two Austrian Greenpetue

members distributed leaflets
•

criticizing Czechoslovakia's nuclear

power programme. The leaflets

demanded the closure of the

country's seven Soviet-built reactors

and a stop to two larger plants

under construction.

On the same day, Greenpeace

protesters in the UK staged a

demonstration next to the famous

locomotive Flying Scotsman, which

was being used by British Nuclear

Fuels Ltd to run a sight-seeing tour

to the Sellafield plant.

May/June
The Beluga carried out a 45-day tour

of large areas of the southern

Swedish coast and the country's two

j^jor lakes, Vaettern and

j^e tour was designed to

^'jj,e problems caused by tl

••;ttntreated discharge of sy

{-(jieniicals, and the main t

'^diemical industries, mun

'sewage treatment plants ,

^jaid paper factories.

p June 3

V Divers attempted - in det

High Court injunction - t

f Sellafield pipelines disch;

fiadioactive waste. The di-

Tthrough the pipes with cl

1 torches and then inserted

liubber balls that, when in

^blocked the pipes.

j"; During the pluggi.^got

ifopies of the court injunc

Ithrow n on the deck of thi

ViCreenpeace ship S/ni(s fn

^fcitish Nuclear Fuels tug

I June 9
> Seven Greenpeace memb

J
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i
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, confiscated bv the Queen
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.Greenpeace crew weic •!:!

nrial more than a year late

rdiarges that carried a pos
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t'negotiations, the Vega wa
^n October.

f June 10
BNFL made an applicatic

' High Court for legal cost;

; Greenpeace. Greenpeace

lands and Greenpeace Int

gave .in undertaking that

i Would not damage or inti

|:fhe pipeline again. BNFL
i- Would present evidence t

a pre\ious injunction had
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ir the sequestration of G
;s€ts dnd the possible

Iniprisonment of Hans Gi

mpaign leader, and Wi
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Police ii,rest AIDS activists at

the White House, Washing-

ton, D.C.June 1,1987

(photo: Jane Rosctt).

In all, your administration has witnessed almost 20.000 deaths from AIDS.

When will you see fit to have your first meeting with the surgeon gen-

eral to discuss the epidemic?

HOW MUCH LONGER MUST WE WAIT??

phone wouldn't pick up

is it, some kind of gay g

But the most visible

front of the White Hous

arrested 64 protesters, t!

about "catching" AIDS t

ing unusually respectab

queer chant
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Dear Mr. President:
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AIDS:1
One in e\eiy ^iixly-ono babies

in New \ork Citj' i^ horn willi .\1I)S

or horn lll\' antibody positive.

So why is the media telling us

that heterosexuals aren't at risk?

Because the>^e babies are black.

These babies are Hi>panic.

ignoring color ignores the facts of AIDS.

STOP RACISM: FIGHT AIDS.

I'no de eada sesenta y uno de los bebes nacidos

en la ciudad de .New York nacen con SID.\.

con el anlicuerpo lil\' positivo.

(.Pero, por (|ue es que los medios de comunicacion

nos dieen que los heterosexuales no corren riesgos?

Sera porque estos bebes son negros.

porque estos bebes son hispanos.

E! SIDA no discrimina entre razas o nacionolidades.

iPARE EL RACISMO! jLUCHE CONTRA EL SIDAl

fv
7-

oorti-tAJOOC
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ALL
PEOPU WITH AIDS

ARE
INNOCENT
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images was directly reli
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pride march down Fifth

lis year we celebrated the

,g volley in the formation

:-tn.ipated m the past two

tingents. simultaneously

ction AIDS activist group,

or gay, and all of us are

re ourselves both as direct

jor ^ as rejuvenators of

•lin^-Zecades become an

'ognized by the New York

istory Month. Under the

e of Pride (hop), various

ceremony, a rally m Cen-

ival on Christopher Street

;. HOP had arranged for the

f a block long section of

T Koch would make the

-ont him with his inaction

leople. We had zapped the

,• history exhibition at the

icizcd by conservative gay

wrade. For us, though, the

and Koch was one of the

ni support for our commu-

jsed our interests. He was

-redit for our gains, presio-

rchcs for a briefmomentm
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f
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LAU
JESSIC

ROBB

Collaborating under the

Laurie Carlos. Jessica H
Teenytoivn, a uork stage

tion between these won

concerns and common ir

together, and we have a k

of the women has a daugl

and individual exploratii

An indictment ufiadiv i

autobiographical emphii

larger social arena. In it, t

is IjTical and imagistic; J(

and enraged— is both di

Robbie McCauIey was boi

her childhood in Georgia

the mid-sixties and got

working at La Mama, Ca

Public Theater. "What 1

1

creative process. I didn'

working close to audien^

also went to the New Laf

developed— a loose form

the dialogue. She met Li

//
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McCAULEY TEENYTOWN

5 inside myself. Stories, the elegantfemale character, her mouth taped, moves slowly

e ribs was awful, across the upper balcony, doing angular gestures.

lo more conversation. MmU^ /3
i meat altogether

(/ / HAIL MARY
ir that I was able

ry nationalist/in- 1956 1957 1959

s a protracted one, Cora Aguilar

f the contradictions so tough

swiveling her hips

just so—
rhirh hf turns into a rnicro- the right snarl

t as "the janitor" and trans- on her pouty lips

st. black militant. preacher-

Improvisation."
Cora cuts her long black hair

into a perfect Polynesian pompadour

lacquered with cheap pomade,

o her dazzling rooster's crown.

she is the "female Elvis of the Philippines"

OVISATION more man than Eddie

me more Elvis than Elvis

swollen & immortalized

o/it's
on his bed of plastic roses.

divine pulp

& corny love

fi he. the nasty drawl

al & innuendo

of your delicious poetry

Otis

nking
she masters phonetically

est things

11 Ihc

and spits out with passion

swaggering behind

1 \\;inl 1(1

her suggestive guitar

ssin in me ... Cora

all brown and muscular blaze

McCnuliy cticit pirl'iirm a sinuous onstage—
ul "(iearfiia Mud" respec- a natural.

oin. II hile the trio tell their

J

L

her guitar was the real thing.

» •
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CARLOS, HAGEDORN, McCAULEY

I'Ifctric —

Otis.

I!))fi 19') 7 l!)59

MONKEY DANCE

I go camping outside on the drive looking for Canarsie. "They got a

fish in' place there."

My clothes are stulTed under the bed! I'm ready like a fleet of rubber

ducks in red beak. The world is a shiny place in this downtown where all

who were coming came to get theirs. The river defines status! "Give it

one more try. If you say that's where the fish are then look for it." The air

is not the same and there was gravel. More things to ponder over. Lips

poked all the way out. Nothing looks like me or the way I feel. Every bodv

has a plan. My Keds are removable. I can't keep wearing these blouses

without bleach. Uith my hair knotty, full of barrettes and rubber bands

from Orchard Street. My stepmother found out about my father's girl-

friend up the street, so we are not going to Brookly-n this year. She can't

send us noplace Donna plays with herself and I tell everybody what I

think about them. All these people got different names. I'm going fishing

in Canarsie if I have to dream it again.

> GEORGIA MUD

Feel like sand in my feet

Feel like brick pillar porch

Feel like rain coming dowTi

Feel like sunshine

Feel like feet in the mud
make a sandcastle house

Fee-eel like chinaberry tree skirt

switch around my hip

switch dowTi the dirt sidewalk

switching down the street

Old ladies sitting on the front porch

rocking/say "Hey chile,

when you go — and

you gon' be the oik

tell 'em what \vc ki

I am as old now as

Feel like sand in in

brick pillar poich !,,

feel like Georgia in

feel like pain feel

feel like mud rt'cl

like blood.
j

The trio perform "1/7 >i

AL

did you know?

did you know

there are no

no no bananas

in France?

oh-oh

(ih-oh

uh-oh!

Josephine's skirt was im{.

c'est soir, les noires '

uno, dos, tres

isa. dalawa, tatlo '

ang tatay mong kalbo!

BON SOIR!

no good bananas in Fran

absolutely, no, none.

did you know uh-oh!

Otis Bedding's new albui

is not available

death is death

recordings are forever .

.
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CARLOS, HAGEDORN, McCAULEY

to Stop the pain had lo

study to lose mvself to see

my beauty. I cati laugh so many

ways behind my eyes down my throat

chucking my chest roci\ing m\ knees.

I carry m> pain & sorrow

my rage & laughter like

a torch. I am the

darkskinned grandmother

& have been all my life.

Dog dreams chew me ra

Africa rumbles in respon

and she's

not even hungry

Carlos and .MrCauln

and Her" by Carlos. .

Lana Turner gold to

daughter, and iveurs

The man and uoman do a contemporary, especially brutal Apache
dance as they speak the text to "Sex and Death, " written by Carlos,

Hagedorn and McCauley. The man drags the woman ojf.

SEX AND DEATH

Death #1:

Sex again no mention of food, this time

se.x again no mention of money or disease

he offers me a two-week vacation outside New York

outside television in a place of my choice

Death #2:

Sex again not even sex black-eyed peas & gladiolas

how real her savage memories collusion of cultures

sex again equals power equals manifest dancing anywhere
you wanna go

Dorothy rips open her blouse and bends over for the third time
BEXD 0\ ER I LOVE YOU stepping on a dime

Sex again how long can you give and you give and you give

tractors parked in lovers' lane heads throwTi back
in discourse a foreign exchange a domestic truce per pound
no mention of food this time

va va voom

va va voom

va va voom

WH

Her: So there would be r,o

You never knew who was

in the living room. Who v

daddy. From here he wa

She: Oh yes! That's a fab

Her: That must he why sli

Sweden?

She: Live for vour d.-pH..:

tions. When you . .

.

Her: When she became i

both making plans to go

Paris. So she would gu i

going? And if she had o

worked in the pencil fac

watch the TV Since she bi

siaym bed until the poei^

couch, the floor, the big rr

out to meet them.

She: His name is Otis. He

writes hits. He writes fo

Her: Then she said it. Th;

a nigger could do for hir

She: He's famous!

Her: He's ugly!

She made me go with h

even orange juice and be

^:-.'
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CARLOS HAGfDORN. McCAULEY

,^ and \oure p.iinliilly auaie you've got talent! What a buiilcn. (/',/(/>,)

Even your major disappointments are turned into artistic material.

Every^ little second of anguish has value. You're expressin^r ynursdj:
Spitting on the \a hite male patriarchal Eurocentric gods and deiciloniz-

ingyour mind with gratifying drugs, shit shit shit and more shit piled on
top of shit . .

.
bleak rock 'n" roll songs followed by part-time jobs . . . jobs

stretched into more meaningful months than you've bargained for and
all of a sudden your identity's in question! Are you an artist or a criminal
or a vvhore or just an ordinary survivor? (Pause) HEY! LET'S DANCE!

Laugh track. Applause signs. Commercial break. BeforeJohnny e.rits.

he again adopts thatfabulous, playful golf stance.

McCauley comes out in her tuxedo, assumes a series of ballerina

poses and does her piece "Sharks."

V SHARKS

I am the darkskinned grandmother

have always been.

In the 6th grade the white

pepple chose six of us to dance
ballet on TV.

Poor darkskinned Miss White.

She had to tell me I couldn't go
because even though I was good
I was too dark & didn't have good hair

& they wanted to show the best on TV.

I never blamed darkskinned Miss White.
I never blamed the lightskinned girls they picked.
I never blamed the boy round my way
who told me to make sure to grease my legs.

AjidJ sure didn't blame .Mother and 'em
who always dismissed my expectations. - '

:

•
»-"

I understood. I've always been
the darkskinned grandmother. -^r^ //

& now they tell the dark

we're beautiful. So what

beauty is a diversion. W

Black pou-er? They didn

to sell fish grease with.

\\ hat's the mailer with

Are they so obsessed w/

sexy enough for someth

that they can't even hea

I like white people who

Who admit they are thii

in group therapy, we ^a

!f the .vorli: Ir-

America throu

movies, how d

the world has

I'm tired of ex

how it feels.

There is a place in the

'.-.here the sharks still g

these years. They still r

where millions of us go

midpassage, to rip us a

They make sure our cu

My rage is enormous &

A great liberal at the u:

told how when he v.as

he saw two poor childr

who loved each other

and he was amazed.

Well, in New York

I saw two ugly white p

in love w/each other

& I wasn't amazed at a

I laugh to stop the rag(
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C A U L E Y

Vhat a burden. (Pau-w)

into artistic material.

Ye expressing yourself.

trie gods and decoloniz-

it and more shit piled on

y part-time jobs . . . jobs

Du've bargained for and

u an artist or a criminal

•) HEY! LET'S DANCE!

ak. Before Jc'hliny exits,

stance,

les a series of ballerina

TEENYTOWN

& now they tell the dark daughters

we're beautiful. So what? Somebody's

beauty is a diversion. W here is the

Black powerl They didn't co-op that

to sell fish grease with.

A\ hat's the matter w ith white people?

Are they so obsessed w/trying to be

sexy enough for something or other

that they can't even hear their own history?

I like white people who look history in the face.

Who admit they are thieves. From thei c, like they say

in group therapy, we can work.

If the world has seen

America through the

movies, how do you think

the world has seen me?

I'm tired of explaining

how it feels.

There is a place in che mid Atlantic

where the sharks still go, after all

these years. They still remember the blood,

where millions of us got pushed overboard

midpassage, to rip us apart from ourselves.

They make sure our culture is forgotten.

M\ rage is enormous & I can hardly contain it.

A great liberal at the university

told how when he was in India

he saw two poor children

wild loved each other

and he was amazed.

Ucll, in New York

1 saw two ugly white people

in l(i\(' w/each oilier

i*^ I wasn't amazed at all.

I laiifih to slop the rage
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McCAULEY

Hotel Intrigue .

.

'.

couscous balungus.

o

lusKiaii

LlClilUCt'.

iiiK'iit;

TEENYTOWN

xderiment: tjje^x

ilv white^vvoman.

exotic exile's

such thighs!

\ she is an exj

hrst and onl^

the^^nting lovers sigh:

"you tast^ like the moon!j[ou smell like

new-mow2*^jia.y^!"

^hy & moony—

the^ile thinks, bending to kiss

^ otheii lover. ' ^ , ^
3. (Laurie)

\J Jj

"the king" is dead

but the plagues

are now upon us.

build a fort

make soup

set fires

only pack what you can carry!

we're all shook up.

Paris is a stinking racist town

Argentinians refuse to serve

us steaks we don't even want—

WE \\ANT CAFE! CAFE OLE! THAT'S

ALL \^ E ^^ ANT VOL NEO-NAZI EXPATRIATES!

arbitrar> & arrogant

gendarmes demand

i.d.

in crowded subwa> stations

we whip out passports

trembling with rage.

we dream of singing

right up in their faces

hul \M' kiKiw better.

NOW know the rap —

"je suis uric Ufxiy anicricain, brbr.'"

hiss that secret lilan>,

protection against evil spirits:
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CARLOS, HAGEDORN. McCAULEY

little richard,

fats domino,

chuck berry

Otis lino

Otis dos

Otis tres,

fontella bass.

we're international citizens,

you understand.

"well/bless ray soul/ what's wrong wit' me/my hand is shakin'/and

my knees are weak/my tongue gets tired/when I try to speak/I'm

in love/ I'm all shook up . .

."

Otis Blackwell

too

somewhere in Brookhn

(better call him up)

he always said

you were smart

who wrote the song?

who gets the credit?

what's in a name
but the world— Elvis

"el vis" so pseudo French

so possibly Spanish— the sound of it bastardized,

redneck tender and cruel.

no big deal in a racist world

Otis Blackwell

always said

you were a smart girl

(better call him up.)

another otis,

sugar.

Otis,

some name
Otis

Elvis' famous flame

of black r & b mytbologs

who wrote the song
,

who gets the credit

i tell >ou

that was many years ag(

Paris still a racist town

but the subways are lick

by Algerians & Viet Con;

glass cases along tiled w

displaying leftovers fron

Manila's racist too —

don't let them tell you di

it's always "mestizo" thi;

or "Amerikano" that

the anxious watch for de

and aboriginal noses

is an old rule,

some say.

"you got to be hungry

to hip hop."

you got to be hungry

to rock 'n' roll.

everything else

pales by comparison.

Elvis

-

the same rules app!_>.

what do we do?

too many rotten Spaniar

in the stew—

the Elvis Presley of the 1

a half-breed pretty boy

1959 1963 1965

now passe

Eddie Mesa is alive & uv

in Brooklyn





1 c C A U L E Y

ny hand is shakinVand

vhen I try to speak/I'm

o

iized.

J

TEENYTOWN

Elvis' famous flame

of black r & b mythology.

who wrote the song

who gets the credit

i tell you

that was many years ago

Paris still a racist town

but the subways are licked clean

by Algerians & Viet Cong

glass cases along tiled walls

displaying leftovers from the Louvre.

Manila's racist too—

don't let them tell you different.

it's always "mestizo" this

or "Amerikano" that—

the anxious watch for dark skin

and aboriginal noses.

is an old rule,

some say.

"you got to be hungry

to hip hop."

you got to be hungfy

to rock 'n" roll.

everything else

pales by comparison.

Elvis—

the same rules apply.

what do we do?

too many rotten Spaniards

in the stew—

the Elvis Presley of the Philippines

a half-breed pretty boy

1959 1963 196 J

now passe

Eddie Mesa is alive cf- trqil

ill Brooklyn
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